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By the end of the study, both groups had significant reductions in the fatty plaque lining their arteries, with few serious
side effects. The new study, led by Dr. Subscribe to our email news alerts. Its included this video , launched in January, ,
which argues doctors should keep their patients on Lipitor instead of switching to simvastatin, saying Lipitor's benefits
were greater and the drug would soon be available at a reduced cost in any case. John Santa, director of health ratings for
the nonprofit Consumer Reports. For many patients, it will likely come down to money: Participants were randomly
assigned to take high doses of either Lipitor 80 mg or Crestor 40 mg daily for two years. Besides, Lipitor may not be
much different from a variety of other statins that already are sold as generics, says Dr. My doctor wrote me a
prescription for atorvastatin, but I was given Lipitor instead. PMHub Add my company Any category They also had
fewer heart attacks, strokes and angioplasty procedures than would typically be seen in patients on less aggressive statin
regimens. Is atorvastatin as good as Lipitor? When this happens GPs will be enrolled in schemes to switch patients en
masse to atorvastatin, a plan that was prompted by new analysis on statin pricing, according to Pulse. Kesselheim was
not involved in the current study. His scores make his case. Generic statins the class of cholesterol-lowering drugs to
which Lipitor belongs are just as good for 95 out of people, Santa says. In a concerted effort to hang on to its customers,
Pfizer cut deals with insurers and with companies that process prescriptions as part of an elaborate effort to keep Lipitor
available at prices that are just as cheap as or even cheaper than the generic competition.Nov 29, - The million
Americans who take Lipitor for their high cholesterol are in for a pleasant surprise. On Wednesday, the drug's patent
expires, opening the market for cheaper, generic versions of the drug, lowering costs for consumers by about 50 percent.
May 2, - The FDA approval on Friday of the first generic version of rosuvastatin (Crestor) marked the end of an era and
the beginning of a major shift in cardiovascular medicine. Over time, as the price of rosuvastatin drops with generic
competition, it seems likely that the dominant statin in the market for 2 decades. Nov 30, - Pfizer loses patent exclusivity
for its blockbuster statin Lipitor on Wednesday, dramatically reducing prices for patients. NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -The blockbuster drug Lipitor went generic Wednesday, likely costing its maker billions of dollars in sales, but saving its
users a nice sum in their fight against. Jan 16, - Lipitor is the most prescribed name-brand drug in America - nearly
million people take it every day to control their cholesterol. Since the statin entered the market in , it's earned.
Atorvastatin (Lipitor) is an inexpensive drug that lowers levels of cholesterol and triglycerides in the blood. Atorvastatin
may also reduce the risk of heart attack or stroke in patients with risk factors for heart disease. This drug is more popular
than comparable drugs. As of , it is available in generic and brand versions. Oct 5, - Generic Name: atorvastatin (a TOR
va sta tin) Brand Names: Lipitor. Atorvastatin is the generic formulation of Pfizer's Lipitor, one of the best selling drugs
of all time. The cholesterol-lowering statin, is a familiar brand name that went the way of generics in Over its branded
history, Lipitor brought in over. Jul 17, - Generic atorvastatin is as effective as the brand-name drug (LIPITOR) in
lowering cholesterol levels: a cross-sectional retrospective cohort study to their less expensive generic analogues.
Keywords: Generic medication, Lipid lowering drugs, Atorvastatin, Lipitor, Hypercholesterolaemia, Efficacy. Go to.
Nov 29, - WebMD's FAQ on generic Lipitor: Will generic Lipitor be the same? Can I still get brand-name Lipitor Goes
Generic: What It Means for You. By Daniel J. DeNoon With a series of unprecedented moves, Pfizer plans to make
brand-name Lipitor competitive with generic atorvastatin. What does this mean to. Dec 7, - Over the next few years, as
several other blockbuster drugs lose their patents, generic products will become increasingly available. To explore the
possible economic impact of the availability of generic atorvastatin, we examined past trends in statin use to project
potential future cost savings. The similar. Nov 29, - The cholesterol-lowering drug Lipitor goes generic tomorrow, but
you won't save a lot of money switching to it, at least for now. And even if it could help you save money, it's important
to know that Lipitor is often not.
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